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Above: without monitor arms, workspace is crowded and eye-to-eye contact is strained

Below: monitor arms free up workspace and allow full line-of-sight functionality and provide healthful sit or stand work conditions

Monitor arms are an extremely valuable asset to a presentation setting. Workstations are kept  
clutter-free, important visual information can be seen ergonomically, and instructors can better interact 
with audiences throughout a presentation. 
Monitor arms allow monitors to “float” above the worksurface and allow a clean, organized and 
professional-looking workstation. All varieties of Spectrum monitor arms have cleverly placed wiring 
channels to keep the worksurface clear of cumbersome wires.
 

A dual articulating design brings ergonomic views of anything the presenter needs to see on a screen. 
And when an instructor station is used by different presenters throughout the day, a monitor arm is even 
more important to maintain a comfortable setting for everyone.
Large screens and displays are almost always used to professionally share visual material with audiences. 
Without a monitor arm, presenters turn their backs on audiences while discussing important visual 
information. But when using a monitor arm, instructors see the same information while still facing the 
audience. A genuine connection is made when instructors can see real-time audience reactions to 
material being presented.

Monitor Arm Solutions
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Flat Panel Monitor Arm
95509 FPM Arm-Heavy Monitor 
  (for monitors weighing from 14 lb to 31 lb) 
95512 FPM Arm-Light Monitor
  (for monitors weighing 11.5 lb or less) 
95522 FPM Arm-Medium Monitor
  (for monitors weighing from 10 lb to 27.5 lb) 

This dual monitor arm is perfect for users with a dual mon-
itor setup. Position the monitors at any point along the 
beam quickly and easily to accommodate the task at hand. 
The dual monitor mount is complete with a vertical height 
adjustment range of 18 inches. 
Available in black or silver.
• Works with any monitor with standard VESA compliant    
   mount
• For monitors weighing from 4 - 19 lb (per monitor)
• Works with 19" and some 20" monitors
• Mounts to worksurface through 3/8" hole or use 
   the clamp provided with each arm

95516 Dual Monitor
       (for monitors weighing from 4 to 19 lb or less  
           per monitor. Arm can manage 8 to 38 lb total.)

Our best-selling monitor arm will float your LCD  
virtually anywhere above your worksurface. Allowing  
a 24" horizontal extension and a 16" vertical travel  
with minimal effort. No tools, no knobs, no hassle.  
Grab and reposition. How much easier can it be?
Available in Black.
• Works with any monitor with standard VESA compliant  
  mount monitor
• Choose a design, then select by monitor weight
• Mount to worksurface through 3/8" hole or use the   
   clamp provided with each arm

(NOTE: You must know the weight without  
the base to ensure the proper arm is ordered)

Dual Monitor Arm 

95529  Articulating FPM arm w/12” Pole. Pole will hold 
 iPad® Holder or any standard monitor.
95530 iPad® Holder 
 (Holder Only, No Pole or Arm)

Tablet Holder, Monitor Arm and Pole

(Pole/Arm and Holder 
Assembly sold separately)

95529 
Pole/Arm

95530 
iPad® Holder

95512

95516 B 
(Black)

95509

95522 B
(black)
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